
Job brief: Chief Technological Officer 



Gameday is a platform that allows sportsmen to find 

rewarding competition, locate bookable sporting venues and 

participate in tournaments. 

Gameday is an enabler for 

sport facility owners to 

reach out to potential 

customers 

and implement intelligent 

marketing drives. 

Gameday is a tool for 

tournament organizers to 

schedule events, generate 

brackets, 

communicate and reach 

out to potential 

participants. 
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Product Vision 

Product Vision: Create a self sustaining ecosystem that relies on our product for recreational sport participation 



Encompassing statement: 

We are looking to inject passion & vibrancy into the 

recreational sports segment that has gone into snooze mode.  

2015 Data shows for every 100 

sport loving adult in India, only 2 

participate in an organized 

sporting activity.  

Market Opportunity 
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Make it easier for 

this lot to find and 

avail sporting 

infrastructure 

 

Make it easier 

for this lot to 

find competitors 

 

Make the 

competition spirited 

and rewarding 

 

Opportunity 



Vision: To propel innovation in sports at the recreational level 

Mission: To make sport participation sexy again 



Requirement: Chief Technological Officer 

To be part of the early team. To lead the technical charge. To recruit and inspire programming team. 



CTO- End to End Stack + Drafting Technical Vision 

Must have: 

  

 Experience in requirement gathering/specification and system architecture design  

 Strong software-engineering skills (knowledge of OOP, Design Patterns, TDD) 

 Experience with a server-side language/technology (Javascript/NodeJS, 

Python/Django/Flask, ASP.NET MVC/C# etc) 

 Experience with front end web frameworks (Backbone.js, bootstrap.js) as well as 

CSS/HTML5  

 Strong database(MySQL/PostgreSQL) design and implementation skills. 

 Some experience with version control (SVN/GIT) 

 Able to pair and work in agile collaboration with designers 

 A technical degree from a noteworthy university (JK. Doesn’t really matter. Apply 

even if you are a self taught genius) 

 A high level of passion, entrepreneurial energy, personal initiative and responsibility 

http://asp.net/


Who you’ll be joining 

Sri, Execution  

@UPenn, @NUS, Also: CEO of www.centuminternational.com 

Sibhi, Operations  

@NUS, Previous: Uber, Quandoo, Rolls-Royce 

Siva, Partner Relations 

@Amrita, Previous: Mu Sigma 



Join us. 

 

Send us your CV: sri@gameday.asia 

 

We need a strong, close-knit team working with single 

minded focus to achieve the vision. The vision of making sport 

participation fun and spirited again. 

mailto:sibhi@gameday.asia



